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a b s t r a c t

Free-boundary equilibrium codes are an essential tool for tokamak design studies and scenario develop-
ment. In this contribution, the CEDRES++ code is presented and applications to ITER, JT-60SA and Tore
eywords:
lasma equilibrium code
ore Supra
TER
T-60SA

Supra are reported on. A satisfactory benchmark of CEDRES++ with the DINA code was performed on an
ITER Scenario 2 case at 32 different times across the discharge, both in direct and inverse mode. Ongo-
ing design studies for the poloidal field coils system of JT-60SA, performed in the frame of the Broader
Approach, were cross-checked with CEDRES++. Finally, a dimensioning study was carried out for the coils
and power supplies for plasma vertical control in the frame of a feasibility study for the implementation
of a divertor in Tore Supra.
. Introduction

Free-boundary equilibrium codes are an essential tool for toka-
ak design studies and scenario development. CEDRES++ is such
code, based on numerical methods developed in the 80s [1–3].

he main part of the code was written in the late 90s [4] but some
ew features were added recently, such as the capability to deal
ith iron and the porting to the Integrated Tokamak Modelling

ITM) Kepler platform (an example of a Kepler workflow involving
EDRES++ is presented in ([6], submitted for publication)). After
brief description of the code in Sections 2 and 3 will present a

enchmark with DINA [8] on an ITER Scenario 2 case. Sections 4 and
will then present the application of CEDRES++ to tokamak design,

or JT-60SA and for a Tore Supra divertor project ([10], submitted
or publication) respectively.

. The CEDRES++ code

CEDRES++ is an object-oriented code, written in C++, which
olves the free-boundary plasma equilibrium problem for an
xisymmetric tokamak. The code can work either in direct mode,
here it solves the equilibrium problem for given poloidal field (PF)
Please cite this article in press as: P. Hertout, et al., The CEDRES++ equilibr
Eng. Des. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.092

oils currents, or in inverse mode, where it looks for an optimal dis-
ribution of current in the PF coils in order to best match a desired
lasma shape.
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In the axisymmetric tokamak configuration, the toroidal current
density jϕ can be derived from the poloidal flux ≡ rAϕ , with Aϕ the
toroidal component of the vector potential and r the major radius:

jϕ = L ≡ − ∂

∂r

[
1
�r

∂ 

∂r

]
− ∂

∂z

[
1
�r

∂ 

∂z

]
(1)

where� is the magnetic permeability. In air, iron, or vacuum, jϕ = 0;
in a PF coil with current I and cross-section S, jϕ = I/S; in the plasma,
the force balance equation �∇p = �j × �B leads to the well known
Grad–Shafranov equation:

L = r dp
d 

+ 1
2�0r

df 2

d 
(2)

with f the diamagnetic function: f = rBϕ. In CEDRES++, the user can
specify any desired profile for dp/d and df2/d .

In direct mode, the equation for is solved in a variational form
by means of a finite elements method. The triangular mesh is gen-
erated automatically at the beginning of a run by the Triangle code
[5]. The problem contains three non-linearities: the dependence
of � on the PF Bp in presence of iron, the dependence of dp/d 
and df2/d on  , and the free-boundary of the plasma. These are
dealt with using an iterative method, either Picard or Newton, to
the choice of the user. The computation domain is restricted to a
half-disk containing all non-linearities. This is permitted by the use
ium code and its application to ITER, JT-60SA and Tore Supra, Fusion

of a boundary integral method which rigorously accounts for the
condition  = 0 at infinity [4].

The inverse problem is solved by minimising a cost function
J(�I, ), where �I is the vector of currents in the PF coils, under the
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Fig. 2.  map calculated by CEDRES++ for a D-shaped plasma during the Ip ramp-

two codes is found, i.e. differences on the plasma centre position
and minor radius are typically smaller than 10 cm and differences
on the upper elongation 	upper and triangularity ıupper are smaller
Fig. 1. Overview of ITER reference Scenario 2.

onstraint that  is the solution of the equilibrium problem asso-
iated to �I. The cost function is defined as:

J(�I, ) = 1
2

∮
�d

˛(M)
[
 (M) − (M0)

]2
dl

+1
2
˛X

∫
VX

1
r

∣∣ �∇ 
∣∣2

ds+ 1
2

m∑
i=1

kiIi
2

(3)

here � d is the desired plasma boundary, VX is a neighbour-
ood around the desired X-point position, and �(M), �X and the
i’s are user-specified weights which quantify the relative impor-
ance attributed to, respectively, matching the desired boundary,

atching the desired X-point position, and minimising the PF coils
urrents.

A direct calculation with iron such as the one shown in Fig. 6 (see
ection 4) requires 29 Newton iterations, uses ∼500 Mb of memory,
nd takes 37 s on a 3 GHz processor (without iron, the convergence
s faster: 6 Newton iterations for a total computation time of ∼7 s).

. Benchmark with DINA on an ITER Scenario 2 case

A benchmark of CEDRES++ was performed on a simplified ver-
ion of the ITER reference Scenario 2 [7]. Thirty-two equilibria
cross the discharge were modelled by the ITER Team using the
INA code [8] in 2004–2005. Equivalent calculations were repeated

n direct and inverse mode with CEDRES++: in direct mode, the
INA PF coils currents were taken as an input, while in inverse
ode the PF coils currents were adjusted to better match the DINA

lasma geometry, starting from the direct mode results.
In the CEDRES++ input, the plasma current density was given

s an analytical function of the normalized poloidal flux  ̄ = ( −
a)/( b − a) (where  b and  a are the values of  on, respec-

ively, the plasma boundary and the magnetic axis):

ϕ(r,  ̄) = �
[
ˇR0

r
+ (1 − ˇ)r

R0

]
(1 −  ̄˛)

�
(6)

The parameters ˇ and � were adjusted in order to match

he DINA values for the poloidal beta ˇp ≡
∫
Vp

pdV/(VpB2
a/2�0)

Vp being the plasma volume and Ba ≡�0Ip/l, with l the
oloidal perimeter of the plasma) and internal inductance li ≡
�Sp

∫
Vp

Bp
2dV/

(
�0

2Ip
2Vp

)
(with Sp the area of the poloidal cross-

ection). The�parameter is computed by the code so that

∫
Sp

jϕdS =

p be satisfied. All calculations used ˛= 2 and R0 equal to the radius
f the magnetic axis from DINA. Differences in ˇp and li between
Please cite this article in press as: P. Hertout, et al., The CEDRES++ equilibr
Eng. Des. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.092

EDRES++ and DINA were <10−3.
ITER Scenario 2 (see Fig. 1) consists of a plasma current ramp-up

rom Ip = 0 to Ip = 15 MA until the Start Of Flat Top (SOFT) at t = 100 s;
heating phase at constant Ip with ˇp rising from 0.10 up to 0.65
up (Ip = 4.5 MA, ˇp = 0.10, li = 0.85). Red curve: last closed flux surface. Blue cross:
“bumper” (see text). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

until the Start Of Burn (SOB) at t = 130 s; the thermonuclear burn
until the End Of Burn (EOB) at t = 530 s; a cooling phase with a simul-
taneous Ip ramp-down until the End Of Cooling (EOC) at t = 590 s;
and the final Ip ramp-down which ends at t = 710 s.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the  maps calculated by CEDRES++ for a
D-shaped outboard limited plasma during the ramp-up phase and
for the SOB equilibrium.

In the former case, CEDRES++ uses a so-called “bumper” to act
as a limiter (blue cross on Fig. 2). The bumper is a point whose
position is set by the user and by which the plasma boundary is
constrained to pass, unless an X-point is found. We should mention
that CEDRES++ now has the possibility to include a true curvilinear
limiter instead of the punctual bumper.

Table 1 displays a comparison between the plasma geometries
calculated by CEDRES++ in direct mode and DINA for some typi-
cal equilibria of the scenario (a D-shaped plasma with Ip = 3.5 MA,
the SOFT and EOB equilibria with Ip = 3.5MA, and the EOC equilib-
rium with Ip = 12.5MA). For these examples and more generally for
all 32 equilibria analysed, a satisfactory agreement between the
ium code and its application to ITER, JT-60SA and Tore Supra, Fusion

Fig. 3.  map calculated by CEDRES++ for the ITER Start Of Burn equilibrium
(Ip = 15 MA, ˇp = 0.65, li = 0.85). Green curve: separatrix. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
the article.)

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.092
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Table 1
Comparison between the plasma geometries given by CEDRES++ and DINA on some
typical equilibria.

D-shape SOFT EOB EOC

R(m) CEDRES 6.535 6.239 6.172 6.181
R(m) DINA 6.524 6.200 6.200 6.199
a(m) CEDRES 1.753 1.941 1.895 1.884
a(m) DINA 1.751 2.000 2.000 1.998
	upper CEDRES 1.190 1.742 1.592 1.545
	upper DINA 1.197 1.665 1.681 1.537
	lower CEDRES 1.261 2.076 2.049 1.963
	lower DINA 1.262 1.735 1.720 1.617
ıupper CEDRES 0.106 0.339 0.249 0.204
ı DINA 0.121 0.322 0.319 0.250
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ılower CEDRES 0.120 0.607 0.563 0.580
ılower DINA 0.153 0.324 0.322 0.316

han 10%. The agreement on 	lower and ılower is not quite as good
ue to the lower X-point configuration combined with the fact that
EDRES++ gives 	 and ı at the boundary while DINA gives them
n the  ̄ = 0.95 surface. We stress that the discrepancies between
EDRES++ and DINA come most probably from the different cur-
ent profile parameterization (analytical formula (6) in CEDRES++
s. solution of the current diffusion equation in DINA), which rep-
esents a limit to this benchmark.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the plasma boundary at EOB
alculated by DINA and the one found by an inverse CEDRES++ cal-
ulation, using DINA’s boundary as an input. The major and minor
adii are perfectly matched and the difference in X-point position
s <5 cm. The currents found by CEDRES++ in the 6 CS sub-sections
nd in PF1 and PF6 differ by a few percent compared with the DINA
alues (there is more discrepancy for the other PF coils, which carry
ess current).

. Cross-check of the JT-60SA poloidal field system design

In the frame of the Broader Approach, Europe is in charge of
roviding the JT-60SA toroidal field (TF) magnet and of designing

ts PF system power supplies.
As far as the TF system is concerned, a preliminary design of the

roject, completed in 2007, aimed at Bt = 2.67 T at R = 3.06 m (for a
Please cite this article in press as: P. Hertout, et al., The CEDRES++ equilibr
Eng. Des. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.092

ominal Ip = 5.5 MA). For the sake of cost reduction, a review of the
roject, performed since 2008 [9], lead to a reduction of the TF to
t = 2.26 T at R = 2.95 m. The design of the PF system was kept up-
o-date in CEDRES++ and equilibrium calculations were performed

ig. 4. Comparison between the desired boundary (crosses and green curve: DINA
esults) and that found by CEDRES++ in inverse mode (pink curve). (For interpreta-
ion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
ersion of the article.)
Fig. 5.  map calculated by CEDRES++ for the JT-60SA reference plasma equilibrium
(Ip = 5.5 MA, ˇp = 0.77, li = 0.90).

for cross-check purposes. The result of one of these calculations is
shown on Fig. 5.

Allowing the calculation of plasma equilibria with a great vari-
ety of geometries and �pand li, CEDRES++ is well-suited for PF
coils current limit assessment, but also for power supply voltage
limit assessment. For the latter, the variation of ˚= 2� at a PF
coil between two neighbouring equilibria can be used to evaluate
the required inductive voltage V : V = nT(˚t+
t −˚t)/
t, with nT the
number of turns. These studies will be performed in the near future.

5. Vertical stability studies for the W Environment in
Superconducting Tokamaks (WEST) project

The implementation of a poloidal divertor in Tore Supra in
order to test technologies envisaged for ITER in terms of tung-
sten (W) plasma facing components is presently under study. The
project is named WEST for W Environment in Superconducting
Tokamaks ([10], submitted for publication). Two sets of in-vessel
coils would be implemented, at the top and bottom of the vessel. A
reference WEST equilibrium (Ip = 600 kA, Bt = 3.9 T) calculated with
CEDRES++ is shown in Fig. 6. This calculation, which makes use of
the recently implemented capability to deal with iron in CEDRES++,
was compared to an identical PROTEUS [11] calculation with good
agreement between the two codes (<2% difference between the
separatrices normalized to the minor radius).

In contrast with the present Tore Supra limiter configuration,
WEST diverted plasmas will be vertically unstable because of their
larger elongation. Thus, WEST will need an active vertical feedback
system. CEDRES++ was used to dimension this system, following
the method described in [12]. The analysis indicates that, while the
divertor coils passively slow down the mode for large plasmas with
the X-point close to them, leading to growth times �z of tens of ms,
they do not do so for far X-point configurations. The main stabi-
lizing element then becomes the rather distant vessel, leading to
�z ∼ 300 �s, which is a concern. The addition of passive stabilizing
plates inside the vessel is thus foreseen. Different positions were
tried and the most efficient option is to place one plate above and
one below the midplane on the low field side (as shown in Fig. 6),
which leads to �z ∼ 20 ms for the far X-point case. Feedback con-
trol was then studied and it was found that a maximal controllable
ium code and its application to ITER, JT-60SA and Tore Supra, Fusion

displacement [12] of�Zmax/a = 10 % (which guarantees good oper-
ability on other machines [12]) is achievable with power supplies
delivering 2.5 kA, 50 V and a voltage variation rate of 30 kV/s.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.092
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. Conclusion

CEDRES++ is a reliable free-boundary equilibrium code that can
eal with iron and that is now available on the ITM Kepler platform.
 PRESS
and Design xxx (2011) xxx–xxx

It has been benchmarked against DINA and PROTEUS and applied to
JT-60SA and the Tore Supra WEST project. The aim is now to make
the code dynamic: a time evolutive version with fixed profiles is
currently verified. It will next be coupled to the CRONOS transport
code [13] and ITM’s European Transport Solver [14].
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